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Abstract—Over the last decade, the growing amount of UL and
DL mobile data traffic has been characterized by substantial
asymmetry and time variations. Dynamic time-division duplex
(TDD) has the capability to accommodate to the traffic asymme-
try by adapting the UL/DL configuration to the current traffic
demands. In this work, we study a two-tier heterogeneous cellular
network (HCN) where the macro tier and small cell tier operate
according to a dynamic TDD scheme on orthogonal frequency
bands. To offload the network infrastructure, mobile users in
proximity can engage in D2D communications, whose activity
is determined by a carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA)
scheme to protect the ongoing infrastructure-based and D2D
transmissions. We present an analytical framework to evalu-
ate the network performance in terms of load-aware coverage
probability and network throughput. The proposed framework
allows to quantify the effect on the coverage probability of the
most important TDD system parameters, such as the UL/DL
configuration, the base station density, and the bias factor. In
addition, we evaluate how the bandwidth partition and the D2D
network access scheme affect the total network throughput.
Through the study of the tradeoff between coverage probability
and D2D user activity, we provide guidelines for the optimal
design of D2D network access.
Index Terms—Small cell network, dynamic time-division du-
plex, carrier sensing multiple access, device-to-device, stochastic
geometry
I. INTRODUCTION
As social applications in current data-centric networks
continue to increase, mobile operators need to address the
exponential growth of data traffic. Deploying diverse low-
power small cell access points (SAPs) to complement the
conventional macrocell network has proven as a cost-effective
means to increase the network capacity and enhance coverage
[1]–[4]. Another technique to address the explosion of mobile
data traffic is device-to-device (D2D) communications [5], [6].
With this technology, mobile users in proximity can establish
a direct link and bypass the base stations, thereby offloading
the network infrastructure and providing increased spectral
efficiency [7]–[12]. With tools from stochastic geometry [13],
tractable analytical frameworks were developed for the design
of D2D spectrum sharing in frequency-division duplex (FDD)
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cellular networks [7]–[9], [12]. Game theoretic models were
applied to study the resource allocation for D2D communi-
cation in [6], [10], [11]. Specifically, Xu et al. [10] proposed
a reverse iterative combinatorial auction based approach to
efficiently assign the downlink (DL) cellular resource to D2D
users. The uplink (UL) resource allocation issue between
D2D and cellular users was investigated in [11], in which a
coalition formation game model was proposed to maximize
the system sum rate. Aside from the surge in data traffic,
Internet services and video applications also lead to asymmetry
and dynamic variations in the UL and DL traffic load. Time-
division duplex (TDD) systems [14] have the capability to
manage the UL/DL traffic asymmetry by adjusting the fraction
of time dedicated to UL and DL transmissions, which we refer
to as the UL/DL configuration, to the current traffic conditions.
To accommodate the instantaneous traffic load among different
cells, dynamic TDD with variable UL/DL configuration is
under consideration and allows to make better use of the
resources [15], [16].
In a two-tier HCN operating with universal frequency reuse,
the major challenge is the cross-tier and co-tier interference.
In addition, extra interference is imposed to the cellular trans-
missions if underlaid D2D transmissions are admitted. In a
network operating with dynamic TDD, interference conditions
can be severe and strong DL-to-UL (base station-to-base
station) interference may lead to an unacceptable performance
in the UL transmissions [17]. Considering the base stations
and mobile users distribute as poisson point processes (PPPs),
Yu et al. [18] derived the distributions of DL and UL SINR
at an arbitrary mobile user and base station in a single
tier dynamic TDD small cell network. However, the effect
of important parameters such as UL/DL configuration and
base station density on the network performance was not
analyzed. Considering a two-tier HCN, a cognitive hybrid
division duplex (CHDD) scheme was proposed in [19], where
the macrocells operate with FDD, and small cells operate
dynamic TDD on both FDD bands. Without interference
management, [19] demonstrates that universal frequency reuse
leads to a significant deterioration in the UL signal quality. To
alleviate the cross-tier interference in a two-tier HCN, variable
interference management schemes have been proposed, such
as power control [20], interference cancellation [21], and
spectrum allocation [22]. For spectrum allocation, a distributed
disjoint subchannel allocation policy is sensible especially
in dense small cell networks [22]. To address the co-tier
interference, medium access control (MAC) is an effective
and widely used technique in distributed ad hoc/sensor net-
2works [23]–[26]. Carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA) is a
popular MAC protocol where the positions of simultaneously
transmitting nodes can be modeled by a Matern Hard-core
Process (MHP) [23]–[25]. In an MHP, each node respects
a minimum exclusion distance with respect to each other so
as to control the mutual interference. Carrier sensing is also
employed in cognitive radio networks to limit the interference
inflicted on primary users (PUs). In [26], secondary users
(SUs) are modeled as a Poisson Hole Process (PHP), such
that only SUs located outside the exclusion region of PUs can
transmit.
Despite the fact that both the merit of dynamic TDD
networks [15], [16], and the benefit of D2D communications
in FDD networks [7]–[9] have been widely discussed in litera-
ture, a unifying framework for D2D enhanced TDD networks
is still missing. In this work, we consider a D2D enhanced
two-tier HCN operating with dynamic TDD where macrocells
and small cells operate on two orthogonal frequency bands to
eliminate the cross-tier interference. D2D users share the same
bandwidth with the small cell tier and control their interference
by means of a CSMA scheme. Furthermore, prior literature
usually considers a fully-loaded model where every Voronoi
cell has mobile users to connect. However, due to the small
coverage of SAPs, the fully-loaded model may significantly
overstate the network interference from small cells, leading
to a pessimistic estimation on the coverage probability. In this
work, we consider a load-aware model, where the empty cells
are considered and the density of active cells is derived. Our
main contributions can be listed as follows:
• We propose a simple PPP model for the active D2D
transmitters based on the combined effect of a PHP and
an MHP process, and we illustrate the validity of the PPP
approximation by means of extensive simulations.
• We define an association policy that decouples the cell
associations in UL and DL, and present an analytical
framework that describes the load-aware coverage proba-
bility and network throughput as a function of all relevant
system parameters. Although the effect of base station
density and bias factor on the coverage probability is
well understood in FDD networks [27], the effect of
these system parameters in dynamic TDD networks is
still unclear.
• We evaluate the effect of D2D network access scheme
on network performance, and quantify its advantage over
the random access scheme ALOHA.
• We study the tradeoff between coverage probability and
D2D user activity. From the perspective of total network
throughput, we provide guidelines for the optimal design
of the network access scheme in D2D enhanced TDD
networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the system model is presented. In Section III, the load-aware
coverage probability and network throughput are derived and
the validity of the analytical framework is demonstrated by
means of the numerical simulations. In Section IV, the impact
of key parameters on the network coverage probability is
evaluated and operating guidelines for the practical network
design are provided. In Section V, the effect of bandwidth
partition between the tiers and the impact of D2D network
access control on the network performance are evaluated.
Conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Model
We consider a two-tier HCN which consists of a first tier
of macro base stations (MBSs) distributed according to a
homogeneous PPP Φm with density λm, overlaid with a network
of SAPs distributed according to a PPP Φs with density λs.
Mobile users are scattered over R2 according to a PPP Φu
with density λu. A fraction ζ of the mobile users have their
target receiver within a close distance and are considered as
potential D2D transmitters. As an independent thinning of
Φu with probability ζ, the set of potential D2D transmitters
Φ˜d = {Ti} forms a PPP with density ζλu. We assume that
each potential D2D transmitter has an assigned receiver (not
belonging to Φu) at a fixed distance rd in a uniformly random
direction.1 We consider orthogonal spectrum allocation where
the total bandwidth W is divided into two non-overlapping
parts ηW and (1− η)W that are allocated to the macro tier
and small cell tier as depicted in Fig. 1. The potential D2D
users share the spectrum with the small cell tier, thus leading to
coexistence issues with the small cell users and SAPs. Both
the macro tier and small cell tier operate according to the
dynamic TDD scheme where at each timeslot a cell configures
flexibly in DL or UL mode. The transmission mode selection
for macrocells and small cells is modeled by independent
Bernoulli random variables (r.v.’s), such that macrocells and
small cells are configured in DL mode with probability qD,m
and qD,s, respectively, while the corresponding UL mode
probabilities are given by 1−qD,m and 1−qD,s. The multiplexing
probabilities qD,m and qD,s define the UL/DL configuration for
the macro tier and small cell tier. The concurrent DL and UL
transmissions in neighboring cells may lead to new types of
inter-cell interference, i.e. DL-to-UL and UL-to-DL (user-to-
user) interference. Let Pm, Ps, Qm and Qs denote the transmit
power of MBSs, SAPs, mobile users associated with the macro
tier, and mobile users associated with the small cell tier.2
We use Qd to represent the transmit power of potential D2D
users. To avoid confusion, in the following parts the term
mobile users only denotes the mobile users that are expected to
communicate via infrastructures, while the term potential D2D
users refers to mobile users which attempt to communicate
with each other by employing D2D technology.
We consider a load-aware resource allocation model where
each base station always has data to transmit if it has a
mobile user within its coverage. We adopt orthogonal multiple
access, such that within a cell only a single mobile user can
be active at any given timeslot and subchannel. If several
1We note that the potential D2D receivers are scattered according to a PPP
with density ζλu, where the potential D2D receivers and Φu are dependent
point processes.
2Note that in this work we consider a baseline model that does not
account for UL power control. However, it is possible to extend the network
performance analysis to the case with power control policy by applying the
results developed in [7], [8], [12], [28].
3Wη
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Figure 1. Dynamic TDD scheme in two-tier heterogeneous cellular networks.
mobile users connect to the same base station, the base station
will randomly choose one mobile user to serve. To control
the interference inflicted by D2D transmissions on small cell
transmissions, we provide medium access control by means
of a CSMA scheme. The channel model consists of path loss
and flat-fading. The fading power from a transmitter located
at point x to the typical receiver located at the origin is
denoted by hox and is assumed to be an independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) exponential r.v., h ∼ exp(1),
which corresponds to Rayleigh fading. The path loss function
is given by g (‖x‖) = ‖x‖−α, with α > 2 the path loss
exponent. Due to the slight impact of thermal noise in current
heterogeneous networks, we consider the interference-limited
regime, and ignore the thermal noise [29].
B. Cell Association
At each timeslot, a mobile user acts as a transmitter or
receiver with probability µ and 1−µ, respectively. Assuming
open access, the association of a mobile user to a given tier is
based on the maximum biased received signal power averaged
over fading. The bias factor in this association policy is used
to balance the traffic load among different tiers. In this paper,
we consider a decoupled DL and UL association model as
follows.
1) Downlink Association Policy: A typical receiver is as-
sociated with the nearest base station in DL mode of tier i
if
i = arg max
k∈{m, s}
PkBD,kD
−α
D,k , (1)
where BD,k is the DL bias factor of tier k, and DD,k denotes the
distance from the typical receiver to the nearest base station
of Φk operating in DL mode with thinned density qD,kλk.
2) Uplink Association Policy: A typical transmitter is as-
sociated with the nearest base station in UL mode of tier i
if
i = arg max
k∈{m, s}
QkBU,kD
−α
U,k , (2)
where BU,k is the UL bias factor of tier k, DU,k denotes
the distance from the typical transmitter to the nearest base
station of Φk operating in UL mode with thinned density
(1− qD,k)λk.
For notational brevity, we define the normalized parameters
of tier k conditioned on the serving tier i.
λˆ
(i)
k ,
λk
λi
, qˆ
(i)
D,k ,
qD,k
qD,i
, qˆ
(i)
U,k ,
1− qD,k
1− qD,i
,
Pˆ
(i)
k ,
Pk
Pi
, Qˆ
(i)
k ,
Qk
Qi
, Bˆ
(i)
D,k ,
BD,k
BD,i
, Bˆ
(i)
U,k ,
BU,k
BU,i
. (3)
Using the association rules defined in (1) and (2), the set of
base stations form different multiplicatively weighted Voronoi
tessellations of the two dimensional plane in DL and UL.
Definition 1. The downlink and uplink association regions of
an MBS or a SAP located at point x are given by (4) and (5),
respectively [30]
CD,x =
{
y ∈ R2|‖y − x‖ ≤
(
Pˆ
(i)
k Bˆ
(i)
D,k
)− 1
α
×‖y −X∗
D,k (y) ‖, ∀k ∈ {m, s}
}
, (4)
CU,x =
{
y ∈ R2|‖y − x‖ ≤
(
Qˆ
(i)
k Bˆ
(i)
U,k
)
− 1
α
×‖y −X∗
U,k (y) ‖, ∀k ∈ {m, s}
}
, (5)
where X∗
D,k (y) and X∗U,k (y) denote the corresponding dis-
tances from y to the nearest DL base station and to the UL
base station of tier k.
As a consequence, a mobile user may associate with dif-
ferent base stations for DL and UL traffic. Let ND,i and NU,i
denote the DL load and UL load, defined as the number of
mobile users served by a base station of tier i operating in DL
and UL.
C. CSMA model of potential D2D users
At the start of a timeslot, each potential D2D transmitter
senses the active small cell transmissions which originate from
SAPs in DL mode and transmitting mobile users associated
with the small cell tier. Assuming channel reciprocity, the
potential D2D transmitter predicts the would-be interference
it may impose on the small cell transmitters and refrains
from transmitting if the interference exceeds the protection
threshold ρs. As such, D2D transmissions respect an exclusion
region around each small cell transmitter. The remaining
potential D2D transmitters form a PHP,3 which can be approx-
imated by a PPP [26]. Carrier sensing is also performed with
respect to the remaining potential D2D transmitters, where the
signal power from a nearby D2D transmitter is not allowed to
surpass the contention threshold ρd. To resolve the collision
among the D2D contenders, we use a back-off scheme. Specif-
ically, each remaining D2D transmitter independently samples
a random timer ti ∼ U [0, 1] and channel access is granted
to the contender with the smallest timer within a contention
region [23].
Let Ui be the retention indicator of the i-th potential D2D
transmitter Ti,4 which is given by
Ui =
∏
Yj∈ΦDs
1( Qdhji
‖Ti−Yj‖
α<ρs
) ∏
Zl∈ΦTu,s
1( Qdhli
‖Ti−Zl‖
α<ρs
)
×
∏
Tk∈Φd\Ti
(
1(ti≤tk) + 1(ti>tk)1
(
Qdhki
‖Ti−Tk‖
α<ρd
))(6)
3Note that [26] considers a fixed exclusion distance. In this work, we
account for the channel fading, and thus the exclusion region of each small
cell transmitter is a function of the instantaneous channel gain.
4We use Ti to indicate the position of the transmitter and the transmitter
itself.
4where hji denotes the channel fading from Ti to Yj , {Yj} =
ΦD
s
denotes the set of active SAPs in DL, and {Zl} = ΦTu,s
represents the set of transmitting mobile users associated with
the small cell tier. The first two products in (6) reflect that
the interference inflicted by a potential D2D transmitter on
an active small cell transmitter should be smaller than ρs.
The first term inside the last product corresponds to the event
where the timer ti is smaller than tk, while the second term
corresponds to the event where the timer ti is larger than tk,
yet the interference from Ti to Tk is smaller than ρd.
Define β △= Pr[Ui = 1] as the retaining probability of
Ti, which depends on the timer ti, the channel fading and
the distance between Ti and small cell transmitters. The set
of winning contenders forms a point process similar to the
MHP,5 where any two points respect a minimum exclusion
distance determined by ρd and the instantaneous channel gain.
It is known that the aggregate interference experienced by
a user of an MHP can be approximated by the interference
resulting from a PPP that has the same density as the MHP
and exists outside the exclusion region [24], [25]. In this work,
we assume that each potential D2D transmitter is retained
independently with the probability β.6 As a result, the retained
D2D transmitters Φd form a PPP with density βζλu, where
the combined effect of PHP and MHP is captured by β.
Note that the retained D2D transmitters are the actually active
D2D transmitters in the current timeslot. The potential D2D
transmitters that fail to access channel will keep silent in the
current timeslot and continue to execute the CSMA scheme in
the next timeslot.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we derive the load-aware coverage proba-
bility and network throughput, and we validate the theoretical
model by means of simulations.
A. Association and Load Characterization
The probability that a typical receiving and transmitting
mobile user is associated with tier i for DL and UL, is given
by
AD,i =
qD,iλi∑
k∈{m,s}G
(i)
D,k
, AU,i =
(1− qD,i)λi∑
k∈{m,s}G
(i)
U,k
, (7)
where G(i)
D,k = qD,kλk
(
Pˆ
(i)
k Bˆ
(i)
D,k
) 2
α
, G
(i)
U,k =
(1− qD,k)λk
(
Qˆ
(i)
k Bˆ
(i)
U,k
) 2
α
. The result is a corollary of
Lemma 1 in [27] and extends the DL association policy
to the dynamic TDD scheme. For the special case of
{qD,m, qD,s} = {0, 0}, we define {AD,m,AD,s} = {0, 0},
and the network changes into a two-tier UL network. For
{qD,m, qD,s} = {1, 1}, we define {AU,m,AU,s} = {0, 0},
5By definition, the MHP originates from a homogeneous PPP with some
density λ, where each node associates with a random mark. A node is
forbidden to transmit only if there is another node within a certain exclusion
distance with a smaller mark [24].
6This assumption is an approximation since the retention of D2D transmit-
ters by means of the CSMA scheme results in a dependent thinning of the
original PPP.
and the network transforms to a two-tier DL network. The
association probabilities defined in (7) indicate how the
per tier association probability in a two-tier dynamic TDD
network depends on the relative transmit power, bias factor,
and base station density of the corresponding transmission
mode. Note that the base station density affects the per tier
association probability more than transmit power or bias
factor.
By considering the traffic load, we derive a more accurate
load-aware coverage probability. For each tier i, we compute
the void probability of a random base station in DL and UL,
i.e. PD,i
e
and PU,i
e
, and compare it with a threshold value to
determine the network traffic load. When PD,i
e
< 10−4 and
P
U,i
e
< 10−4, we say tier i is fully-loaded, otherwise, partially-
loaded. Denote ΦD
m
∼ PPP(λD
m
), ΦD
s
∼ PPP(λD
s
), ΦU
m
∼ PPP(λU
m
)
and ΦU
s
∼ PPP(λU
s
) as the point processes of active DL
MBSs, DL SAPs, UL MBSs, and UL SAPs, respectively, with
corresponding denstities λD
m
, λD
s
, λU
m
and λU
s
. In the following
lemma, we derive the void probability of a base station in tier
i, and we determine the exact density of active base stations
in DL and UL.
Lemma 1. The probability that a cell of tier i is void for DL
and UL is derived as
P
D,i
e
=
(
1 +
(
1− µ
)(
1− ζ
)
λuAD,i
3.5qD,iλi
)−3.5
, (8)
P
U,i
e
=
(
1 +
µ
(
1− ζ
)
λuAU,i
3.5 (1− qD,i)λi
)−3.5
. (9)
Furthermore, the density of active base stations in DL and UL
mode of tier i is given by
λDi = λiqD,i
(
1− PD,ie
)
and λUi = λi
(
1− qD,i
)(
1− PU,ie
)
. (10)
Proof: The results can be proved by a minor modification
of Lemma 1 in [31]. Here we give the proof for completeness.
The probability density function (PDF) of the area of a random
Voronoi cell is given by fX(x) = 3.5
3.5
Γ(3.5)x
2.5e−3.5x, where X
denotes the area of a random Voronoi cell normalized by the
value 1/qD,iλi in DL and 1/(1− qD,i)λi in UL mode. Taking
the DL mode as an example, the PDF of the DL load ND,i is
given by
Pr[ND,i = n]
=
∫ ∞
0
Pr[ND,i = n|X = x] · fX(x)dx
(a)
=
∫ ∞
0
1
n!
( λR
u,ix
qD,iλi
)n
e
−
λR
u,ix
q
D,iλi · fX(x)dx
(b)
=
3.53.5
n!
Γ (n+ 3.5)
Γ (3.5)
( λR
u,i
qD,iλi
)n(
3.5 +
λR
u,i
qD,iλi
)−(n+3.5)
(11)
where λR
u,i =
(
1 − µ
)(
1 − ζ
)
λuAD,i denotes the density of
the receiving mobile users associated with tier i, qD,iλi is the
density of total DL base stations of tier i, Γ(·) is the gamma
function, which is given by Γ (x) =
∫∞
0 t
x−1 exp (−t) dt, (a)
is due to the definition of Poisson distribution, and (b) takes
the expectation with respect to the area distribution fX(x).
5Substituting n = 0 into (11) derives the void probability
P
D,i
e = Pr[ND,i = 0] =
(
1 +
λR
u,i
3.5qD,iλi
)−3.5
, which concludes
the proof.7
B. Coverage Probability
With the PPP approximation and the void probability de-
rived in (8), (9), we derive the load-aware coverage probability
of tier i, i ∈ {m, s} in DL and UL as
P
D
i = Pr[SIR
D
i > γ
D
i ], P
U
i = Pr[SIR
U
i > γ
U
i ], (12)
where γDi and γUi denote the SIR thresholds of DL and UL
transmissions in tier i. Similarly, the coverage probability of a
typical D2D receiver is Pd = Pr[SIRd > γd] with γd the SIR
threshold of D2D user.
Since we consider open access, the distance between a
typical mobile user and its serving base station of tier i in
DL or UL mode, YD,i or YU,i, is not only influenced by ΦDi or
ΦUi , but also by ΦDk or ΦUk, k 6= i. The distance distribution is
given by
fYD,i(y) = 2π
qD,iλi
AD,i
y exp{−π
qD,iλi
AD,i
y2}, (13)
fYU,i(y) = 2π
(1− qD,i)λi
AU,i
y exp{−π
(1− qD,i)λi
AU,i
y2}, (14)
where the result is a modification of Lemma 4 in [27] for
dynamic TDD networks.
The DL and UL SIR of a typical receiver associated with
the macro tier is given by
SIR
D
m
=
Pmhorr
−α
I
(m)
D→D + I
(m)
U→D
, SIRU
m
=
Qmhorr
−α
I
(m)
D→U + I
(m)
U→U
, (15)
where hor and r are the fading power and the typical link
length,8 and
I
(m)
D→D =
∑
y∈ΦD
m
\{y0}
Pmhoyy
−α, I
(m)
U→D =
∑
x∈ΦT
u,m
Qmhoxx
−α,
I
(m)
D→U =
∑
y∈ΦD
m
Pmhoyy
−α, I
(m)
U→U =
∑
x∈ΦT
u,m\{x0}
Qmhoxx
−α,
where y0 and x0 represent the position of typical transmitter
in DL and UL mode, ΦT
u,m represents the set of transmitting
mobile users associated with macro tier. Due to the orthogonal
multiple access technology, there is a one-to-one mapping
from the transmitting mobile users associated with macro
tier to the active UL MBSs. Since the coupling between the
location of MBSs and transmitting mobile users has little
effect on the coverage probability [19], [28], we neglect the
coupling and model ΦT
u,m as a PPP with density λTu,m = λUm. The
simulation results in Section IV also validate the accuracy of
the approximation.
7To compute the density of active base stations, we consider the void
probability of a random cell, rather than of a typical cell as in [30].
8To clarify the channel of a specific link, r in the subscript denotes the
position of a transmitter.
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Figure 2. In the small cell tier, the typical receiver locates at the
origin, and the serving transmitter y0 employs ιs to form an exclusion
region, within which no D2D transmitter can exist. (a) is for ‖y0‖ ≤
ιs and (b) is for ‖y0‖ > ιs.
The DL and UL SIR of a typical receiver associated with
small cell tier is denoted by
SIR
D
s
=
Pshorr
−α
I
(s)
D→D + I
(s)
U→D + Id→D
, SIRU
s
=
Qshorr
−α
I
(s)
D→U + I
(s)
U→U + Id→U
,
(16)
where
I
(s)
D→D =
∑
y∈ΦD
s
\{y0}
Pshoyy
−α, I
(s)
U→D =
∑
x∈ΦT
u,s
Qshoxx
−α,
Id→D =
∑
z∈Φd\b(y0,ιs)
Qdhozz
−α, I
(s)
D→U =
∑
y∈ΦD
s
Pshoyy
−α,
I
(s)
U→U =
∑
x∈ΦT
u,s\{x0}
Qshoxx
−α, Id→U =
∑
z∈Φd\b(x0,ιs)
Qdhozz
−α,
where ΦT
u,s ∼ PPP(λTu,s) represents the set of transmitting
mobile users associated with small cell tier with density λT
u,s =
λU
s
. As is shown in Fig. 2, the active D2D transmitters are
distributed in the shaded region, i.e. the whole R2 plane except
for the exclusion region centered at y0, which is approximated
by a ball B. The shaded region can be divided into two
disjoint parts by the circle H with the center at the origin.
Define H △= b (0, ‖y0‖+ ιs), B
△
= b (y0, ιs), where B is the
exclusion region for D2D transmissions around each small cell
transmitter. Note that as a function of ρs and the instantaneous
channel fading, the exclusion region is not a ball but an
irregular shape, which varies in different timeslot. To simplify
the analysis, we use a ball to approximate the exclusion
region, where the equivalent exclusion distance is determined
by imposing a small miss detection probability threshold ǫ.
The constraint is met when Pr[Qdhx0z/ιαs > ρs] = ǫ, and
solving for ιs yields ιs =
(
− ln ǫ
ρs/Qd
) 1
α
, where hx0z denotes the
fading power from a D2D transmitter z to the typical small
cell transmitter x0.
The SIR of a typical D2D receiver is given by
SIRd =
Qdhorr
−α
d
I
(s)
D→d + I
(s)
U→d + Id→d
, (17)
where
I
(s)
D→d =
∑
y∈ΦD
s
\b(z0,ιs)
Pshoyy
−α, I
(s)
U→d =
∑
x∈ΦT
u,s\b(z0,ιs)
Qshoxx
−α
6Id→d =
∑
z∈Φd\b(z0,ιd)
Qdhozz
−α.
There exists two exclusion regions b (z0, ιs) and b (z0, ιd)
around each retained D2D transmitter z0, where the former one
is due to the sensing for small cell transmissions, and the latter
one is resulted from the sensing among D2D transmitters.
Similar to the approximation for the exclusion region around
each small cell transmitter, the exclusion regions around
each retained D2D transmitter are also approximated by two
concentric balls with radius ιs and ιd, respectively. The radius
ιd is constrained by ǫ as Pr[Qdhz0z/ιαd > ρd] = ǫ, and solving
for ιd yields ιd =
(
− ln ǫ
ρd/Qd
) 1
α .
In the following lemma, we provide the retaining probability
of each potential D2D transmitter and derive the density of
active D2D transmitters.
Lemma 2. The retaining probability of a potential D2D
transmitter is given by
β = exp
(
−
(
λD
s
+ λT
u,s
)
Ko,s
) 1− exp (−ζλuKo,d)
ζλuKo,d
, (18)
and the corresponding density of active D2D transmitters is
derived as
λd = exp
(
−
(
λD
s
+ λT
u,s
)
Ko,s
) 1− exp (−ζλuKo,d)
Ko,d
, (19)
where Ko,s =
2πΓ( 2α )
α
(
ρs
Qd
) 2
α
and Ko,d =
2πΓ( 2α )
α
(
ρd
Qd
) 2
α
.
Proof: See Appendix A.
With the per tier association probability, we derive the
overall coverage probability of a mobile user associated with
the infrastructure and the coverage probability of a typical
D2D receiver as follows.
Theorem 1. In a two-tier dynamic TDD heterogeneous net-
work, the overall load-aware coverage probability of a mobile
user associated with the infrastructure in DL and UL mode is
given by
P¯D = P
D
m
AD,m + P
D
s
AD,s, P¯U = P
U
m
AU,m + P
U
s
AU,s, (20)
and the coverage probability of the typical D2D receiver is
derived as
Pd = exp
(
−I1
(γdrαd
Qd
;Ps
)
−I2
(γdrαd
Qd
;Qs
)
−I3
(γdrαd
Qd
;Qd
))
,
(21)
where
P
D
m
=
qD,mλm
λD
m
AD,mδ (γDm , α) + λ
T
u,mAD,mC (α)
(
Qm
Pm
γD
m
) 2
α + qD,mλm
,
(22)
P
U
m
=
(1− qD,m)λm
C (α)
(
γU
m
) 2
αAU,m
(
λD
m
(
Pm
Qm
) 2
α + λT
u,m
)
+ (1− qD,m)λm
,
(23)
P
D
s
=
πqD,sλs
AD,s
[∫ ι2
s
0
e−πvFLId→D(
γD
s
v
α
2
Ps
| v ≤ ι2
s
)dv
+
∫ ∞
ι2
s
e−πvFLId→D(
γD
s
v
α
2
Ps
| v > ι2
s
)dv
]
, (24)
P
U
s
=
π (1− qD,s)λs
AU,s
[∫ ι2
s
0
e−πvGLId→U(
γU
s
v
α
2
Qs
| v ≤ ι2
s
)dv
+
∫ ∞
ι2
s
e−πvGLId→U(
γU
s
v
α
2
Qs
| v > ι2
s
)dv
]
, (25)
I1 (s;Ps) = πλ
D
s
(
ιs + rd
)2
δ
( sPs(
ιs + rd
)α , α)
+λD
s
Zπ,ιs+rd0,lOE
(
s;Ps
)
, (26)
I2 (s;Qs) = πλ
T
u,s
(
ιs + rd
)2
δ
( sQs(
ιs + rd
)α , α)
+λT
u,sZ
π,ιs+rd
0,lOE
(
s;Qs
)
, (27)
I3 (s;Qd) = πλd
(
ιd + rd
)2
δ
( sQd(
ιd + rd
)α , α)
+λdZ
π,ιd+rd
0,lOF
(
s;Qd
)
. (28)
The variables in (21)-(28) are defined as
F ,λD
s
δ
(
γD
s
, α
)
+ λT
u,sC (α)
(Qs
Ps
γD
s
) 2
α +
qD,sλs
AD,s
,
G ,C (α)
(
γU
s
) 2
α
(
λD
s
(Ps
Qs
) 2
α + λT
u,s
)
+
(1− qD,s) λs
AU,s
,
LId→D(s | r ≤ ιs) = LId→U(s | r ≤ ιs)
= LIout(s | r) exp
(
−λdZ
π,ιs+r
0,lOA
(s;Qd)
)
,
LId→D(s | r > ιs) = LId→U(s | r > ιs)
= LIout(s | r) exp
(
−λd
(
ZΘ,lOD0,0 (s;Qd)
+ZΘ,ιs+r0,lOC (s;Qd) + Z
π,ιs+r
Θ,0 (s;Qd)
))
,
LIout(s | r) = exp
(
−πλd
(
ιs + r
)2
δ
( sQd(
ιs + r
)α , α)),
Zθu,κuθl,κl (s;Q) = (sQ)
2
α
∫ θu
θl
∫ κ2u
(sQ)
2
α
κ2
l
(sQ)
2
α
1
1 + u
α
2
dudθ,
C (α) =
2pi/α
sin (2pi/α)
, δ (β, α) =
∫
∞
β
− 2
α
β
2
α
1 + u
α
2
du,
lOA =
√
ι2s −
(
rsinθ
)2
+ r cos θ, lOC =
√
ι2s − (rsinθ)2− r cos θ,
Θ = arcsin
( ιs
r
)
, lOD = r cos θ −
√
ι2s − (rsinθ)2,
lOE =
√
ι2s −
(
rdsinθ
)
2
+rd cos θ, lOF =
√
ι2
d
− (rdsinθ)2+rd cos θ.
Proof: The full proof is provided in Appendix B. In the
above equations, F and G, respectively, correspond to the
interference inflicted by DL SAPs and transmitting mobile
7users on the typical small cell receiver in DL and UL.
LId→D(s | r ≤ ιs), LId→D(s | r > ιs) and LId→U(s | r ≤ ιs),
LId→U(s | r > ιs) are the Laplace transforms of interference
incurred by the active D2D transmitters on the typical small
cell receiver in DL and UL, differentiated by the amplitude of
the exclusion distance ιs. I1(s;Ps), I2(s;Qs) and I3(s;Qd)
correspond to the interference incurred by the DL SAPs, trans-
mitting mobile users and active D2D transmitters, respectively.
The adoption of the CSMA scheme in our analysis leads
to elaborate expressions of the coverage probability for the
small cell tier. For the most general case, it involves triple
integrals that can be efficiently solved by employing standard
mathematical software packages. In the following section,
we present the asymptotic analysis related to the protection
threshold ρs, which simplifies the analysis substantially.
C. Asymptotic Analysis
1) No D2D transmissions: When ρs → 0, we have λd → 0.
The coverage probability of small cell tier in DL and UL is
respectively,
lim
ρs→0
P
D
s
=
qD,sλs
λD
s
AD,sδ (γDs , α) + λ
T
u,sAD,sC (α)
(
Qs
Ps
γD
s
) 2
α + qD,sλs
(29)
lim
ρs→0
P
U
s
=
(1− qD,s) λs
C (α) (γU
s
)
2
α AU,s
(
λD
s
(
Ps
Qs
) 2
α + λT
u,s
)
+ (1− qD,s)λs
(30)
In the absence of D2D transmissions, the overall coverage
probability can be found by inserting (22), (23), (29) and (30)
into (20).
2) No sensing for small cell transmissions : When ρs →
∞, the active D2D transmitters form an MHP with the
retaining probability β = 1−exp(−ζλuKo,d)ζλuKo,d
(a)
≈ 1ζλuKo,d , where(a) comes from ζλuKo,d ≫ 1. Thereby the density of active
D2D transmitters is given by λd = βζλu ≈ 1Ko,d =
α
(
ρd
Qd
) 2
α
2πΓ( 2α )
.
The coverage probability of small cell tier in DL and UL is
respectively given by (31) and (32) at the top of the next page.
Accordingly, without sensing for small cell transmissions, we
can derive the overall coverage probability by inserting (22),
(23), (31) and (32) into (20).
D. Network throughput
With the coverage probability obtained in Theorem 1, we
derive the sum throughput of the two-tier network, where the
bandwidth of each tier is normalized by W . We consider
outage capacity with constant bit-rate coding, such that the
total network throughput in DL and UL mode can be written
as
TD (η; ρs; ρd) = ηT
D
m
+ (1− η) (T D
s
+
1
2
Td
)
, (33)
TU (η; ρs; ρd) = ηT
U
m
+ (1− η) (T U
s
+
1
2
Td
)
. (34)
where T Di = λDiPDi log2(1+γDi ), T Ui = λTu,iPUi log2(1+γUi ) and
Td = λdPd log2(1 + γd). Half of the D2D outage capacity is
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Figure 3. Comparison of D2D and small cell tier coverage probability from
simulation (markers) and theoretical analysis (lines) as a function of ρs, for
λs = 5λm, λu = 100λm , {qD,m, qD,s} = {0.5, 0.5}, ρd = −60 dBm, and
{BD,m, BD,s, BU,m, BU,s} = {1, 1, 1, 1}.
included in the DL and UL network throughput, respectively.
Note that in (33) and (34), the load of base stations is
incorporated in the calculation of active transmitter density
λDi and λTu,i with the empty cells being excluded.
E. Validation
In this section, we verify by means of simulations the va-
lidity of the theoretical model and the approximations therein
made concerning the active D2D transmitters and the active
transmitting mobile users. All simulations are performed over
a square window of 5000 × 5000 m2 with 10000 iterations.
Unless otherwise specified, we use the default values of the
system parameters as shown in Table I at the top of the next.
In Fig. 3, we study the validity of the PPP approximation
of active D2D transmitters in terms of coverage probability
by varying ρs. The approximation is caused by the following
factors: (i) modeling the combined effect of PHP and MHP
with an independent thinning of a PPP, (ii) neglecting the
coupling between the locations of mobile users and base sta-
tions in the UL transmission, (iii) replacing the instantaneous
exclusion distance by ιs and ιd constrained by a small miss
detection probability threshold ǫ. Figure 3 indicates that the
PPP approximation is accurate for low and high values of ρs.
Low values of ρs correspond to large exclusion distances ιs,
leading to a low retaining probability β. The good agreement
between simulation and analysis can be explained by the
fact that the smaller density of D2D transmitters leads to
little interference. For high values of ρs and corresponding
small exclusion distances ιs, the density of the active D2D
transmitters approaches that of the initial PPP, which elimi-
nates the inaccuracy caused by the approximation. The middle
range of values of ρs results in inaccuracy on the coverage
probability. Specifically, define the receiver sensitivity as ρmin,
the extensive simulations show that the approximations are
accurate (with the order of magnitude of the error less than
8lim
ρs→∞
P
D
s
≈
qD,sλs
λD
s
AD,sδ (γDs , α) + C (α)
(
γD
s
) 2
αAD,s
(
λT
u,s
(
Qs
Ps
) 2
α +
α
(
ρd
Ps
) 2
α
2πΓ( 2α )
)
+ qD,sλs
, (31)
lim
ρs→∞
P
U
s
≈
(1− qD,s)λs
C (α) (γU
s
)
2
α AU,s
(
λD
s
(
Ps
Qs
) 2
α + λT
u,s +
α
(
ρd
Qs
) 2
α
2πΓ( 2α )
)
+ (1− qD,s)λs
. (32)
Table I
NOTATION AND DEFAULT VALUES.
Notation Description Default Value
α Path loss exponent 4
λm Density of MBSs Φm 1/(pi5002) m−2
λs Density of SAPs Φs Scenario dependent
λu Density of mobile users Φu Scenario dependent
Pm, Qm DL, UL Transmit power, Macro tier 46 dBm, 20dBm
Ps, Qs DL, UL Transmit Power, Small cell tier 26 dBm, 10dBm
Qd Transmit Power of D2D user 0 dBm
γD
m
, γU
m
DL, UL SIR Threshold, Macro tier 0 dB, 0 dB
γD
s
, γU
s
DL, UL SIR Threshold, Small cell tier 0 dB, 0 dB
γd D2D user Threshold 0 dB
rd D2D link length 20 m
ρs Protection Threshold -60 dBm
ρd Contention Threshold -60 dBm
η Bandwidth partition Scenario dependent
ζ D2D transmitter fraction Scenario dependent
µ Transmitting Mobile users fraction 0.5
ǫ Threshold of miss detection probability 10−5
5%), when ρs ∈ [ρmin,−95]∪ [−60,∞) dBm, and reasonable
(error order is within 10%) within the range (−95,−60) dBm.
In this example, the maximum error is achieved at ρs = −70
dBm. However, the order of magnitude of the largest error is
less than 10%. Similar effect can be seen for ρd, and we find
that the PPP approximation by varying ρd is more accurate
than by varying ρs. This can be explained by the larger effect
of ρs on λd than the effect of ρd on λd.
Figure 4 represents the coverage probability as a function
of qD,s. We observe that the accuracy of the approximation
deteriorates as more UL transmissions take place. For D2D
users, the inaccuracy is mainly caused by the use of fixed
ιs, where the channel fading is averaged. Note that the D2D
user coverage is dominated by the strong interference from
DL active SAPs. As qD,s increases, the density of DL SAPs
increases and the impact of channel fading on the approxima-
tion is more apparent. To further verify the approximations, we
perform extensive simulations by varying the related system
parameters. Specifically, by increasing ζ or λs, we observe
a larger error of the approximation with regards to the D2D
user coverage. In the worst case with ζ = 0.9, even in a sparse
network scenario λˆ(m)s = 5, the order of magnitude of the error
can achieve 10%. While with a smaller D2D user fraction
ζ = 0.1, the approximation can be accurate (error order is
within 5%) in both sparse and moderate network scenario with
λˆ
(m)
s ≤ 40. However, in a very dense network scenario with
λˆ
(m)
s = 100, the order of magnitude of the error can be as large
as 16%. The reasonable order of magnitude of the worst-case
errors validates our theoretical model and in the following, we
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Figure 4. Comparison of coverage probability from simulation (markers) and
theoretical analysis (lines) as a function of qD,s, (λs = 5λm, λu = 100λm,
{BD,m, BD,s, BU,m, BU,s} = {1, 1, 1, 1}, ζ = 0.1, ρs = ρd = −60 dBm).
will present results based on our analytical framework.
IV. COVERAGE PROBABILITY EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate how the important network
parameters, such as UL/DL configuration, base station density,
and bias factor affect the load-aware coverage probability. In
case of a fully-loaded network without D2D users, we derive
the parameters that maximize the per tier coverage probability
and overall coverage probability.
9A. Effects of UL/DL configuration
In this section, we elucidate the non-trivial system behavior
in dynamic TDD networks that results from the coexistence
of UL and DL transmissions. How the UL/DL configuration
qD,i affects PDi and PUi is not very explicit, because increasing
qD,i gives rise to a reduction of the UL interference and a
surge of the DL interference. However, for a given set of
system parameters, we find for each tier i that the relative
transmit power QiPi determines whether P
D
i is dominated by
the DL or the UL interference. According to this observation,
in a fully-loaded network with ρs → 0, we derive the UL/DL
configuration that optimizes the per tier coverage probability
in DL and UL mode.
Optimization of per tier UL/DL configuration: In a fully-
loaded network, i.e. P D,ke → 0 and P U,ke → 0, and for
ρs → 0, the UL/DL configuration that maximizes the per tier
UL coverage probability PU
m
and PU
s
is given by q⋆U
D,m = 0 and
q⋆U
D,s = 0, respectively. The optimal UL/DL configuration for
the per tier DL coverage probability is derived as follows.
Define q¯D,k = λˆ(k)i
(
Pˆ
(k)
i Bˆ
(k)
D,i
) 2
α
(
δ(γDi ,α)
C(α)
(
Qi
Pi
γDi
) 2
α
−1
)−1
, k, i ∈
{m, s}, k 6= i.
(i) If δ(γ
D
i ,α)
C(α)
(
γDi
) 2
α
≤
(
Qi
Pi
) 2
α
, P
D
i is a monotone increasing
function of qD,i, where PDi is dominated by the UL interference.
The optimal UL/DL configuration is achieved at q⋆D
D,i = 1;
(ii) If δ(γ
D
i ,α)
C(α)
(
γDi
) 2
α
>
(
Qi
Pi
) 2
α
, the monotonicity of PDi with
respect to qD,i is determined by the range of qD,k. When qD,k <
q¯D,k, P
D
i increases with qD,i, and we have q⋆DD,i = 1; when qD,k >
q¯D,k, P
D
i is a decreasing function of qD,i, where PDi is dominated
by the DL interference. The optimal UL/DL configuration is
achieved at the limiting case of q⋆D
D,i = 0.
The results can be obtained by taking the the first-order
derivative of PDi and PUi with respect to qD,i. In a realistic
scenario, the base station has larger transmit power than that
of mobile user, i.e., Pi > Qi. Therefore, we have ∂P
U
i
∂qD,i
< 0,
which means that PUi decreases with qD,i.
B. Effects of base station density
From (22) to (25) and the definition of AD,k and AU,k,
we observe that both the base station density and bias factor
have similar effects on the coverage probability in DL and
UL. Due to space limitations, we take DL coverage as an
example and the conclusions can be directly applied to the UL
case. We evaluate the variation of the DL load-aware coverage
probability as a function of λs, as depicted in Fig. 5. In terms
of traffic load, the network evolves from a fully-loaded sparse
network to a partially-loaded dense network. From Fig. 5(a),
we observe that PD
m
increases monotonously with λs, which
can be ascribed to the handover of macro mobile users with
low SIR to the small cell tier and the corresponding reduction
of interference in the macro tier. With respect to the small
cell tier, the small cell network interference increases with
λs, while the activity of D2D users diminishes exponentially
with λs as can be verified in (18). These opposite effects
are reflected in the load-aware coverage probability for the
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Figure 5. Downlink coverage probability vs. λs, (a) for macro tier, small
cell tier and D2D user, (b) for overall coverage of the infrastructure, (λm =
1
pi5002
, λu = 10
3λm, {qD,m, qD,s} = {0.5, 0.5}, {BD,m, BD,s, BU,m, BU,s} =
{1, 1, 1, 1}, ρs = ρd = −60 dBm).
small cell tier. Figure 5(b) depicts the overall DL coverage
probability P¯D as a function of λs and indicates that an optimal
λs can be found in the feasible region of small cell densities.
As λs increases, the network load moves into the lightly
loaded regime, where the aggregate small cell interference
is constrained by the density of mobile users. As λs → ∞,
we have AD,s → 1 and P¯D → 1. As opposed to the fully-
loaded traffic model with constant coverage probability in
the asymptotic regime [29], [32], this result highlights the
usefulness of the load-aware model to capture the coverage
probability in realistic conditions. Given a good estimate of
the user density, the proposed analytical framework allows us
to find the small cell density within the realistic regime that
optimizes the overall coverage probability. In the fully-loaded
network and for ρs → 0, by taking the first-order derivative
of P¯D and P¯U with respect to λˆ(m)s , the optimal relative base
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Figure 6. Overall downlink coverage probability as a function of DL
bias factor of SAPs BD,s, (λu = 103λm, {qD,m, qD,s} = {0.5, 0.5},
{BD,m, BU,m, BU,s} = {1, 1, 1}, ζ = 0.01, ρs = ρd = −60 dBm).
station density in DL mode λˆ(m)⋆Ds and UL mode λˆ(m)⋆Us can
be found as follows.
Optimization of base station density: In the fully-loaded
network, the optimal λˆ(m)⋆Ds and λˆ(m)⋆Us are given by
λˆ(m)⋆D
s
=
qD,mP
2
α
m δ(γDm , α) + (1− qD,m)
(
Qmγ
D
m
) 2
α(
Bˆ
(m)
D,s
) 2
α
(
qD,sP
2
α
s δ(γDs , α) + (1− qD,s)C(α)
(
QsγDs
) 2
α
)
(35)
λˆ(m)⋆U
s
=
( γU
m
Bˆ
(m)
U,sγ
U
s
) 2
α
·
qD,mP
2
α
m + (1 − qD,m)Q
2
α
m
qD,sP
2
α
s + (1 − qD,s)Q
2
α
s
, (36)
By analyzing the effect of key parameters, we can derive
the following insights: (i) the optimal base station density
λˆ
(m)⋆D
s and λˆ(m)⋆Us decreases with Bˆ(m)D,s and Bˆ
(m)
U,s , respectively,
(ii) for DL case, if Pm ≫ Qm and Ps ≫ Qs, λˆ(m)⋆Ds ⋍
qD,mP
2
α
m δ(γDm ,α)
qD,s
(
Bˆ
(m)
D,s
) 2
α P
2
α
s δ
(
γD
s
,α
) , and we derive that λˆ(m)⋆Ds is propor-
tional to qD,m and inversely proportional to qD,s, (iii) for UL
case, λˆ
(m)⋆U
s increases with qD,m while decreases with qD,s.
C. Effects of bias factor
Figure 6 depicts the DL coverage probability as a function
of the DL bias factor BD,s. We observe that increasing the
density of SAPs λs decreases the optimal BD,s. This is due
to the fact that a larger λs inflicts more interference on the
small cell mobile users, and decreasing BD,s helps to increase
the overall coverage probability by shifting small cell mobile
users with low SIR to the macro tier. It shows that with the
analytical framework, we can derive the optimal Bˆ(m)
D,s and Bˆ
(m)
U,s
that maximize the overall coverage probability in DL and UL.
Optimization of bias factor: In the fully-loaded network, by
taking the first-order derivative of P¯D and P¯U with respect to
Bˆ
(m)
D,s and Bˆ
(m)
U,s , we can derive the optimal Bˆ
(m)⋆
D,s and Bˆ
(m)⋆
U,s for
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Figure 7. Downlink total throughput vs. λs (λu = 103λm, {qD,m, qD,s} =
{0.5, 0.5}, {BD,m, BD,s, BU,m, BU,s} = {1, 1, 1, 1}, ρs = ρd = −60 dBm).
DL and UL transmissions as
Bˆ
(m)⋆
D,s =
( P 2αm qD,mδ(γDm , α) + (1− qD,m)(QmγDm) 2α
λˆ
(m)
s
(
P
2
α
s qD,sδ(γDs , α) + (1− qD,s)C(α)
(
QsγDs
) 2
α
))α2
(37)
Bˆ
(m)⋆
U,s =
( (γU
m
) 2
α
(
qD,mP
2
α
m + (1 − qD,m)Q
2
α
m
)
λˆ
(m)
s
(
γU
s
) 2
α
(
qD,sP
2
α
s + (1− qD,s)Q
2
α
s
))α2 . (38)
V. NETWORK ACCESS DESIGN
In this section, we first study the D2D enhanced network
from a throughput perspective and demonstrate the substantial
throughput gain achieved by D2D transmissions. Then we in-
vestigate the network access scheme both from a coverage and
throughput perspective. To emphasize the benefit of network
access scheme, we compare the proposed CSMA scheme with
the random access scheme ALOHA.
Figure 7 presents the DL network throughput with and with-
out D2D capabilities as a function of λs for different values
of the bandwidth partition factor η. Without D2D capabilities,
the potential D2D transmitters can only associate with the
infrastructure in UL, and those potential D2D receivers are
blocked in the current timeslot. Comparing the curves with and
without D2D capabilities for the same ζ, we observe that even
a small D2D user fraction (ζ = 0.01) results in a considerable
throughput gain. In the D2D enhanced network, we observe
that allocating more spectrum to the small cell tier leads
to a larger network throughput, ascribed to the high outage
capacity of D2D users and the spatial reuse gain from small
cell transmissions. Figure 7 also illustrates that the network
throughput benefits from a higher fraction of potential D2D
users ζ. Interestingly, the network throughput with ζ = 0.1
features a convex behavior as a function of λs. The initial
decrease of network throughput follows from the decline of the
retaining probability with λs as indicated in (18). Compared
with Fig. 5, we also observe that the D2D user fraction ζ leads
to a tradeoff between the overall coverage probability and the
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total network throughput for fully-loaded network. A larger ζ
improves the network throughput, yet deteriorates the overall
coverage probability due to the interference inflicted on the
small cell tier. The results presented in Fig. 7 indicate that the
bandwidth partition strongly affects the network throughput.
In the following, we derive the optimal bandwidth partition
factor η⋆ by taking the DL network throughput presented in
(33) as an example.
Optimization of bandwidth partition: If T D
m
> T D
s
+ 12Td,
TD(η; ρs; ρd) is a monotone increasing function of η, we have
η⋆ = 1 and T ⋆
D
(η⋆; ρs; ρd) = T Dm ; if T Dm < T Ds + 12Td,
TD(η; ρs; ρd) monotonously decreases with η, thereby η⋆ = 0
and T ⋆
D
(η⋆; ρs; ρd) = T Ds +
1
2Td; if T
D
m
= T D
s
+ 12Td,
TD(η; ρs; ρd) is a constant and does not change with η. The
result is intuitive, which means giving more bandwidth to the
dominant tier is beneficial to the total network throughput.
In this work, we use the distributed network access scheme
CSMA to control the channel access of D2D transmitters and
protect the ongoing small cell transmissions. We study the
network access scheme both from a coverage and throughput
perspective. We refer to Fig. 3, which depicts that both the
coverage probabilities of small cell tier and D2D user deteri-
orate with ρs. Similar effect can be seen for ρd. This is due
to the fact that the retaining probability and corresponding λd
increase with ρs and ρd. Thus, in terms of the overall coverage
probability for infrastructure based transmissions and typical
D2D user, the optimal sensing threshold is given by ρ⋆
s
= 0
and ρ⋆
d
= 0. However, the absence of D2D transmissions
results in reduced network throughput.
Figure 8 depicts the total network throughput as a function
of ρs and ρd. From Fig. 8(a), we observe that the network
throughput exhibits a concave behavior with respect to ρs.
This is caused by the opposite effects of ρs on λd and the
coverage probability of the small cell tier and typical D2D
user, a tradeoff between coverage probability and D2D user
activity that is made explicit in the expressions of the network
throughput (33) and (34). From Fig. 8(b), we notice a similar
effect of ρd on the network throughput. As for the coverage
analysis, the effect of ρs on the network throughput is more
evident than the effect of ρd. This can be understood by the
effectiveness of the protection threshold ρs in controlling the
mutual interference and improving the coverage probability. In
addition, we observe that the optimal ρ⋆
d
is larger than ρ⋆
s
due
to the smaller effect of ρd on the D2D retaining probability β.
Figure 8 also shows that in the dense scenario (λs = 100λm),
giving more bandwidth to the small cell tier can increase the
total network throughput. The presented results show that the
proposed analytical framework can be used to determine ρ⋆
s
or ρ⋆
d
that maximize the total network throughput.
In Fig. 9, we depict the coverage probability and DL
network throughput as a function of retaining probability
β or access probability p when D2D users utilize CSMA
and ALOHA. We keep ρd = −20 dBm, and change ρs to
alter β.9 With ALOHA, each D2D transmitter activates its
transmission with a certain probability p, p ∈ (0, 1], such
9Note that with the given parameters, the protection threshold ρd = −20
dBm leads to negligible contention among D2D transmitters such that the
network performance is dominated by ρs.
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Figure 8. Total network throughput vs. protection threshold ρs or contention
threshold ρd, (a) for ρs, with ρd = −20 dBm, (b) for ρd, with ρs = −20
dBm, (λu = 104λm, λs = 100λm , {qD,m, qD,s} = {0.5, 0.5}, ζ = 0.1).
that the active D2D transmitters form a PPP with density
pλd. To make a fair comparison, let p = β. From Fig. 9(a)
and Fig. 9(b), we observe that the proposed CSMA scheme
has prominent advantage over ALOHA in both coverage
probability and network throughput, which indicates that better
network performance can be achieved by a careful network
access design.
Optimization of ρs and ρd: The optimal sensing thresholds
have been determined by using a numerical search with limited
computational complexity. We take the DL total throughput
derived in (33) as an example. Since TD(η; ρs; ρd) is a continu-
ous function of ρs over [0,∞], there exists at least one optimal
ρ⋆
s
where TD(η; ρs; ρd) is maximized. Considering the signal
attenuation characteristics, ρ⋆
s
is upper bounded by the transmit
power of D2D user Qd. Therefore, we have ρ⋆s ∈ [0, Qd],
which reduces the complexity of the search process. Similarly,
we can get ρ⋆
d
∈ [0, Qd]. The joint optimization of ρs and ρd
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Figure 9. Comparison of coverage probability and DL total network
throughput from CSMA and ALOHA as a function of retaining probability
β or access probability p, (a) for coverage probability, (b) for downlink total
network throughput, (λu = 104λm, λs = 100λm, {qD,m, qD,s} = {0.5, 0.5},
ζ = 0.1, ρd = −20 dBm).
may be implemented with a two-stage optimization method
where we first fix ρd and optimize the network throughput
with respect to ρs, followed by the optimization with respect
to ρd.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied a two-tier D2D enhanced HCN
operating with dynamic TDD, where the D2D transmitters
follow a CSMA scheme. We proposed a simple PPP model for
the active D2D users and verified the accuracy by extensive
simulations. We presented an analytical framework to evaluate
the load-aware coverage probability and network throughput.
The proposed model allows us to analyze the non-trivial
system behavior of dynamic TDD networks and to quantify
the effect of most important network parameters such as the
UL/DL configuration, base station density, and bias factor
on the coverage probability, and the bandwidth partition on
the total network throughput. We provided guidelines on the
optimal design of the network access scheme. Possible future
directions to extend this work are to include a dynamic traffic
model in our framework and consider the spatio-temporal
correlations in the dynamic TDD network.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 2
Assuming T0 locates at the origin and by Slivnyak’s The-
orem, the point process of the D2D contenders forms a PPP.
By using the Palm distribution P0, we derive the retaining
probability β of a potential D2D transmitter as follows:
β = P0[U0 = 1]
= E0
[ ∏
Yj∈ΦDs
1( Qdhoj
‖T0−Yj‖
α<ρs
) ∏
Zl∈ΦTu,s
1( Qdhol
‖T0−Zl‖
α<ρs
)
×
∏
Tk∈Φd\T0
(
1(t0≤tk) + 1(t0>tk)1
(
Qdhok
‖T0−Tk‖
α<ρd
))]
(a)
= E0
[ ∏
Yj∈ΦDs
(
1− e−
ρs
Qd
‖Yj‖
α)]
E0
[ ∏
Zl∈ΦTu,s
(
1− e−
ρs
Qd
‖Zl‖
α)]
×
∫ 1
0
E0
[ ∏
Tk∈Φd\T0
E
[
(1− t) + t
(
1− e−
ρd
Qd
‖Tk‖
α)]]
dt
(b)
= exp
(
−λD
s
∫
R2
e−
ρs
Qd
‖x‖αdx
)
exp
(
−λT
u,s
∫
R2
e−
ρs
Qd
‖x‖αdx
)
×
∫ 1
0
exp
(
−ζλut
∫
R2
e−
ρd
Qd
‖x‖αdx
)
dt
(c)
= exp
(
−
(
λD
s
+ λT
u,s
)
Ko,s
)1− exp(−ζλuKo,d)
ζλuKo,d
,
where Ko,s =
2πΓ( 2α)
α
(
ρs
Qd
) 2
α
and Ko,d =
2πΓ( 2α )
α
(
ρd
Qd
) 2
α
, (a) follows by
the independence of PPPs and the expectation over the channel
gains h, (b) is obtained by using the probability generating
functional (PGFL) of the PPP [13] of ΦD
s
, ΦT
u,s and Φd, and (c)
evaluates the given integrals by changing to polar coordinates
and the use of Gamma function.
B. Proof of Theorem 1
First, we derive the coverage probability of the macro tier
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as follows. For DL mode,
P
D
m
(a)
=
∫ ∞
0
EΦD
m
,ΦT
u,m
[
exp
(
−
γD
m
rα
Pm
(
I
(m)
D→D + I
(m)
U→D
))]
fYD,m (r) dr
(b)
=
∫ ∞
0
EΦD
m
[
exp
(
−
γD
m
rα
Pm
I
(m)
D→D
)]
×EΦT
u,m
[
exp
(
−
γD
m
rα
Pm
I
(m)
U→D
)]
fYD,m (r) dr
(c)
=
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
−πr2λD
m
δ
(
γD
m
, α
))
× exp
(
−πr2λT
u,mC (α)
(Qm
Pm
γD
m
) 2α)
fYD,m (r) dr
(d)
=
qD,mλm
λD
m
AD,mδ (γDm , α) + λ
T
u,mAD,mC (α)
(QmγDm
Pm
) 2
α + qD,mλm
,
(39)
where C (α) = 2π/αsin(2π/α) , and δ (β, α) =
∫∞
β−
2
α
β
2
α
1+u
α
2
du, (a)
follows by taking expectation over the channel gains h, (b)
is due to the independence of the PPPs, (c) results from the
Laplace transform, where the first exponential term is caused
by the fact that the active interfering MBSs can not stay within
the disk b (0, r). Finally, (d) follows by integrating with respect
to the PDF fYD,m(y) as defined in (13). For UL mode, the
coverage probability is given by
P
U
m
=
∫ ∞
0
EΦD
m
,ΦT
u,m
[
exp
(
−
γU
m
rα
Qm
(
I
(m)
D→U + I
(m)
U→U
))]
fYU,m (r) dr
=
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
−πr2λD
m
C (α)
(Pm
Qm
γU
m
) 2
α
)
× exp
(
−πr2λT
u,mC (α)
(
γU
m
) 2
α
)
fYU,m (r) dr
=
(1− qD,m)λm
C (α)
(
γU
m
) 2
αAU,m
(
λD
m
(
Pm
Qm
) 2
α + λT
u,m
)
+ (1 − qD,m)λm
.
(40)
With regard to the small cell tier, the Laplace transform of
the aggregate interference from active SAPs and transmitting
mobile users can be derived similar to (39) and (40), respec-
tively. In the following, we focus on the Laplace transform of
the aggregate interference from active D2D transmitters. As is
shown in Fig. 2, we have
LI(s) = EΦd
[
exp
(
−s
( ∑
z∈Φd∩H
Qdhozz
−α
))]
× EΦd
[
exp
(
−s
( ∑
z∈Φd∩H∩B
Qdhozz
−α
))]
(41)
where the first term is related to the interferer distributed
outside the big circle of radius ‖y0‖ + ιs, i.e. the shaded
region Φd ∩ H , and can be easily derived. The second
term corresponds to the interferer scattered over the shaded
region within the big circle, i.e. Φd ∩ H ∩ B. Two cases are
differentiated for the calculation of the Laplace transform:
‖y0‖ ≤ ιs (see Fig. 2(a)) and ‖y0‖ > ιs (see Fig. 2(b)).
Denote the Laplace transform of the interference from active
D2D transmitters in Φd ∩H and Φd ∩H ∩B as LIout(s) and
LIin(s), respectively. Conditioned on the typical small cell
link length being ‖y0‖, we have
LIout(s | ‖y0‖)
= EΦd
[
exp
(
−s
( ∑
z∈Φd∩H
Qdhozz
−α
))
| ‖y0‖
]
(a)
= exp
(
−2πλd
∫ ∞
ιs+‖y0‖
y
1 + y
α
sQd
dy
)
(b)
= exp
(
−πλd
(
ιs + ‖y0‖
)2
δ
( sQd(
ιs + ‖y0‖
)α , α))(42)
where (a) follows from the PGFL of the PPP, and (b) is due
to δ (β, α) =
∫∞
β−
2
α
β
2
α
1+u
2
α
du, with ιs + ‖y0‖ denoting the
distance from the nearest interferer staying within Φd ∩H.
In the following, we focus on the computation of LIin(s).
For notational simplicity, we first define a Z function as
Zθu,κuθl,κl (s;Q) = (sQ)
2
α
∫ θu
θl
∫ κ2u
(sQ)
2
α
κ2
l
(sQ)
2
α
1
1 + u
2
α
dudθ, (43)
where Q represents the transmit power of interferer, θl, θu,
and κl, κu denote the lower bound and upper bound of the
angle and distance from the interferer distributed in the shaded
region Φd ∩H ∩ B.
For ‖y0‖ ≤ ιs, denote lOA = ||OA||, we have lOA =√
ι2
s
−
(
‖y0‖sinθ
)2
+ ‖y0‖ cos θ, θ ∈ [0, π]. The Laplace
transform LIin(s | ‖y0‖ ≤ ιs) is derived as
LIin(s | ‖y0‖ ≤ ιs)
= EΦd
[
exp
(
−s(
∑
z∈Φd∩H∩B
Qdhozz
−α)
)
| ‖y0‖ ≤ ιs
]
(a)
= exp
(
−2λd
∫ π
0
∫ ιs+‖y0‖
lOA
y
1 + y
α
sQd
dydθ
)
(b)
= exp
(
−λdZ
π,ιs+‖y0‖
0,lOA
(s;Qd)
)
, (44)
where (a) follows by the PGFL of the PPP and by converting
to polar coordinates, and (b) follows by substituting the
corresponding bounds of the angle and distance into (43). By
combining (42) with (44), we have
LI(s | ‖y0‖ ≤ ιs) = LIout(s | ‖y0‖)LIin(s | ‖y0‖ ≤ ιs).
(45)
For ‖y0‖ > ιs, denote Θ = arcsin
(
ιs
‖y0‖
)
, lOD = ‖OD‖
and lOC = ||OC||, where lOD and lOC can be found by simple
geometric formulas, similar to lOA given before. The Laplace
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transform LIin(s | ‖y0‖ > ιs) is given by
LIin(s | ‖y0‖ > ιs)
(a)
= exp
(
−2λd
(∫ Θ
0
∫ lOD
0
y
1 + y
α
sQd
dydθ +
∫ Θ
0
∫ ιs+‖y0‖
lOC
×
y
1 + y
α
sQd
dydθ +
∫ π
Θ
∫ ιs+‖y0‖
0
y
1 + y
α
sQd
dydθ
))
= exp
(
−λd
(
ZΘ,lOD0,0 (s;Qd)
+Z
Θ,ιs+‖y0‖
0,lOC
(s;Qd) + Z
π,ιs+‖y0‖
Θ,0 (s;Qd)
))
, (46)
where (a) is due to the fact that when θ < arcsin( ιs‖y0‖), the
line OB shown in Fig. 2(b) passes through the whole exclusion
region. By combining (42) with (46), we obtain
LI(s | ‖y0‖ > ιs) = LIout(s | ‖y0‖)LIin(s | ‖y0‖ > ιs).
(47)
For DL transmission, substituting I = Id→D =∑
z∈Φd\b(y0,ιs)
Qdhozz
−α
, we derive
P
D
s
=
∫ ∞
0
EΦD
s
,ΦT
u,s,Φd
[
exp
(
−
γD
s
rα
Ps
(
I
(s)
D→D
+I
(s)
U→D + Id→D
))]
fYD,s (r) dr
(a)
=
πqD,sλs
AD,s
[∫ ι2
s
0
e−πvFLId→D(
γD
s
v
α
2
Ps
| v ≤ ι2
s
)dv
+
∫ ∞
ι2
s
e−πvFLId→D(
γD
s
v
α
2
Ps
| v > ι2
s
)dv
]
,
where (a) follows by inserting s = γDsrαPs and the change of
variable r2 → v, and
F ,λD
s
δ
(
γD
s
, α
)
+ λT
u,sC (α)
(Qs
Ps
γD
s
) 2
α +
qD,sλs
AD,s
, (48)
where the first term and second term, respectively, relates to
the interference from DL SAPs and transmitting mobile users,
and the last term comes from fYD,s (r) derived in (13).
For UL transmission, by substituting I = Id→U =∑
z∈Φd\b(x0,ιs)
Qdhozz
−α, we have
P
U
s
=
∫ ∞
0
EΦD
s
,ΦT
u,s,Φd
[
exp
(
−
γU
s
rα
Qs
(
I
(s)
D→U
+I
(s)
U→U + Id→U
))]
fYU,s (r) dr
(a)
=
π (1− qD,s)λs
AU,s
[∫ ι2
s
0
e−πvGLId→U(
γU
s
v
α
2
Qs
| v ≤ ι2
s
)dv
+
∫ ∞
ι2
s
e−πvGLId→U(
γU
s
v
α
2
Qs
| v > ι2
s
)dv
]
,
where (a) follows by inserting s = γUsrαQs and the change of
variable r2 → v, and
G ,C (α)
(
γU
s
) 2
α
(
λD
s
( Ps
Qs
) 2
α + λT
u,s
)
+
(1− qD,s)λs
AU,s
. (49)
where the first term and second term, respectively, relates
to the interference from DL SAPs and transmitting mobile
users, and the last term comes from fYU,s (r) derived in (14).
Furthermore, combining (7) with (39), (40), PD
s
and PU
s
, we
obtain the overall load-aware coverage probabilities in DL and
UL in (20).
At last, we obtain the D2D receiver coverage probability.
Due to the small value of rd, we reasonably assume rd ≤ ιs
and rd ≤ ιd to simplify the analysis. Due to the CSMA
scheme, it is equivalent to draw two exclusion regions around
the serving D2D transmitter with radius ιs and ιd, within
which, the small cell transmitters and D2D transmitters are
not allowed to exist, respectively. The typical D2D receiver is
assumed to be at the origin and the serving D2D transmitter
locates at z0. The derivation of the coverage probability of
typical D2D receiver is similar to the coverage probability of
small cell tier with the case ‖y0‖ ≤ ιs, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Thus, we skip the details and give the results directly.
Pd = EΦD
s
,ΦT
u,s,Φd
[
exp
(
−
γdr
α
d
Qd
(
I
(s)
D→d + I
(s)
U→d + Id→d
))]
= exp
(
−I1
(γdrαd
Qd
;Ps
)
−I2
(γdrαd
Qd
;Qs
)
− I3
(γdrαd
Qd
;Qd
))
, (50)
where I1 (s;Ps), I2 (s;Qs) and I3 (s;Qd) correspond to the
interference incurred by the DL SAPs, transmitting mobile
users and active D2D transmitters, and are given by (26), (27)
and (28), respectively.
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